
How to take good photos & videos and be efficient
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Great to have you on board!

We will show you how to take amazing photos & videos and be on the top of your game!

Welcome to Noir Creative - the future of photography & videography



Our photographers & videographers worked for amazing clients, including:



The Process

1. Apply and go through onboarding process.

2. Setup your Deputy App

3. Setup your Google Drive - keep your Edited and RAW

files for up to 3 months at least

4. Set your availability

5. Read this Guide

6. Clie6. Clients can book up to 24 hours in advance,

so get ready to be busy!

7. Jobs are allocated automatically

8. Confirm or decline your job as soon as possible.

 

9. Complete the Job

10. Edit and upload content to Google Drive

and send us the linkand send us the link within 48 hours

11. Send us an invoce with all your jobs and we will

pay within one week. We process our invoices monthly,

so send each invoice at the end of the month



TAX INVOICE#: 
Full name: 
ABN: 
Address: 

I Mobile#: 

Bill to: Noir Creative Pty ltd 
Date: 

12.12.2018 Crows Nest Hotel I Photography 
14.12.2018 Red Cow I Videography 

PAYMENT INFORMATION 
BSB: 
Account#: 
Account name: 
Bank: 

!SUBTOTAL: 

IBAIANCE DUE: 

Payments - Invoices 

1001 

---� 

-You can use the template invoice we provided you

or you can use your own template 

- One unit equals to one hour in Deputy

-Your invoice has to have the following to be processed:

Invoice Number 

Your full name or your business name 

YourABN 

Your address 

Your phone 

Date 

- Units and rates

Banking details

� CLICK HERETO DOWNLOAD INVOICE TEMPLATE 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jGMnTvo4SOp3z6Hqfv-NQPhro94WzCiy


Payments for jobs / assignments

Noir Creative is a matching and payment processing platform that allows you to connect 
with customers and receive payment from them.

You can keep track of your completed assignments through Deputy App. Go to Timesheets
and you will see all the assignments that you have completed. It is simple and you
don’t have to keep track of it yourself - Deputy App will do it for you.

You can claim your payment for a shoot once the content have been uploaded to
GGoogle Drive and the link sent to us.

Please send us an invoice with the total amount of units you have completed at the end
of every month. We will then process and pay the invoice within a week of receiving it.

Please remember – we are not your employer and not your customer. We are a principal
contractor and you are an independent contractor. You are responsible for paying your own
taxes and superannuation as per the Governing Law of NSW.



We deliver photos or videos fast to our clients, so it’s essential 
that you send us a link with edited photos 48 hours after your shoot.

A big part of our job is scheduling, hence we are using Deputy App to schedule our work
in the most efficient way.

Deputy App is an essential tool and you have to master it in order to be efficient when 
completing assignments and projects with us.

DDeputy could be used on your mobile phone or on your laptop / computer through your
web browser. It’s up to you how to use it. We recommend to use Deputy Mobile App
when you are not at home doing your project to clock in and clock out and use Deputy
on your web browser at home on the laptop when you are scheduling or preparing for
the shoot or downloading the watermark for editing.

Please read the following information carefully and follow all the steps in order to 
set your profile up on Deputy and to understand how the app works.

Being a photographer and / or videographer
on Noir Creative / Sorted. Deputy App.

CLICK HERE TO GO TO DEPUTY WEBSITE

https://www.deputy.com/au


You don’t need to sign up.
- We will set up a Deputy account and add your details. You’ll get an email invitation from
Deputy and all you need to do is click to accept the invitation and go to Deputy. 
- Once you have accepted the invite, you’ll get another email with your password and PIN. 
- Don’t delete this email, it might come in handy in future.

What if I’m already using Deputy at another job?
YYou’ll still get an email invitation. You can access multiple workplaces from your Deputy account and
easily switch between workplaces in the apps and on the website.

Get the Smartphone App
- After you have accepted your invite, find the Deputy App on your Apple or Android store. Download it and
log in. You’ll easily figure it out how to use the app. If you can use Facebook, you can use Deputy.

- The News Feed allows your team to share messages and photos (just like Facebook for work - without
the cat videos).
-- Your ‘Me’ screen shows you all upcoming and available shifts, plus past timesheets.
- You’ll get notifications when your schedule is published, and when open shifts are available. You can also
request leave and advise of unavailability, plus much more.

Activating Your Deputy Account



HOME SCREEN ORGANISATION SCREEN INFORMATION SCREEN

Fill all the fields on this screen

Please follow the steps below and fill out all your information. Your address will help us to schedule work
that is close to the location where you live minimising the commute.

Filling up Your information on Deputy Account



HOME SCREEN UNAVAILABILITY LIST
You can create multiple unavailabilities Fill out this page

UNAVAILABILITY DETAILS

Please follow the steps below to setup your unavailablity and to make our work easier by only assigning projects
when you are available and ready to complete them.

Filling up Your unavailability or leave



SHIFT SENT TO

YOUR EMAIL

MAIN PAGE LIST OF ALL SHIFTS SHIFT DETAILS SHIFT DETAILS
Press “Confirm Shift”Scroll down

Please follow the steps below to receive / confirm and check all the required information about your assignment.

Receiving and Confirming your assignment



LIST OF ALL SHIFTS SHIFT DETAILS
Check how to get there
LOCATION DETAILS

Read each time and see
previous examples.

MOBILE APP

LOCATION NOTES

Click on it to see
previous examples.
Works better from
Web Browser
on your PC or MAC

LINK TO PREVIOUS
EXAMPLES

Click to download
and see previous
examples to see how
to place it.
Works better from
Web Browser
onon your PC or MAC

LINK TO THE
WATERMARK

Please follow the steps below to see job details and to download the watermark and to see previous examples.

Checking Job details and previous examples.
Downloading the watermark from DEPUTY



WEB BROWSER

previous examples

watermark

Please follow the steps below to see job details and to download the watermark and to see previous examples.

Checking Job details and previous examples.
Downloading the watermark from DEPUTY



Use these steps to clock in and clock out during your assignment on location

HOME SCREEN START JOB. GPS

FINISH JOB. GPSJOB SUMMARY

HOME SCREEN DURING JOB

FINISH JOB CONFIRMATION

FINISH JOB

Using Deputy to start and finish your assignment



If you have passed all the evaluation stages - you can become our Independent Contractor

Please note we are not forming an employer and employee bond, it’s a purely 
Contract based job opportunity

If you have passed all the evaluation stages and have been advised to, please 
read and sign the Individual Contractor Agreement

Please sign Page 7 of the Agreement and fill out all the required fields

YYou don’t have to print or scan the document. Simply open it in Photoshop and use
brush tool for your signature

Email the signed and filled out contract to info@noircreative.com.au

Individual Contractor Agreement

CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD AGREEMENT

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RYD-tcT63qR8Q-VvkdAJky38e0YnNqpK


Suggestions for happy clients, good feedback
and repeat business:

1. Keep unavailability updated on Deputy.

2. When a booking has been allocated to you,
you will receive a notification and a message.
Confirm or Decline your shift as soon as possible.
DDo not leave jobs unconfirmed.

3. Read the brief and notes for the job and see
previous examples.

4. Download watermarks (if applicable)

5. Pack the right equipment

6. Have a spare set of fully charged batteries 
for your camera and flash. Have a spare SD card 
ffor your camera just in case your main memory card fails

7. Make sure your camera can Auto Focus in the dark. 
Cameras usually have Auto focus Assist Lamp. 
Make sure it’s on

8. Set your camera to shoot RAW with 3:2 aspect ratio

9. If shooting video - shoot at least 720p or 1080p in 50fps

10. Make sure to arrive to your job on time and don’t be late!

Before the shoot



1. Arrive on time

2. Open you Deputy App and start your shift

3. Be polite and professional

4. Introduce yourself

5. Find out if there’s any specifics for the shoot

6. Call us if any issues 0423746198

7. Walk around and get familiar with the place 7. Walk around and get familiar with the place 
and what to shoot 

8. Store your camera bag in a safe and accessible place

9. Be nice and professional to everyone

10. Let us know straight away about any issues or questions
you don’t know answers to ie. you can’t find the place,
clent asking to extend time, equipment doesn’t work etc.
It’s your responsibility to complete the job and deliver contentIt’s your responsibility to complete the job and deliver content

Arriving at the shoot



1. Take 60 x 15sec clips per 1 hour of your assignment

2. Make sure your footage is not too dark nor too bright.

3. Shoot 720p 50fps minimum. If your camera can shoot at a
slower frame rate or higher resolution - do it. It will give us more
flexibility when editing videos.

4. Use Video LED light if it’s too dark - it’s your responsibility as
a videographer to have ita videographer to have it

5. Use sliding movement, NO PANNING , NO TILTING, NO
ZOOMING while filming.

6. Shoot interesting and dynamic content. Use different lenses.
Use different angles.

7. Shoot relevant content from the brief provided for the job.

VIDEOGRAPHY

PHOTOGRAPHY

During the shoot - VERY IMPORTANT!

1. Take lots of photos. Don’t stop snapping! We recommend
taking 1.5 suitable photos every minute, e.g. 75 suitable photos
for 1 hour of your shoot. The more images the higher your 
chances to get more jobs with the client.

2. Shoot in RAW at maximum resolution.

3. Shoot what is required in the brief. If you can’t find the brief
or it’s not specified - let us know.or it’s not specified - let us know.



CLICK HERE TO SEE / DOWNLOAD EXAMPLES

Shoot the following (depending on the event):

- Social photos of people (posing and candid)
- Good looking girls
- Crowd shots
- DJs, Headliners, Bands
- Any signs, logos, branding (of the venue, promoter, sponsors)
- VIP service & booths (if present) - VIP service & booths (if present) 
- VIP Bottle service (if present)
- Candid shots of people, groups, girls, bar, service etc
- Venue inside
- Venue outside
- Queue (if present)
- Food (if present)
- Speeches- Speeches
- Presentations
- Decarations (special events)
- Flowers / prizes / cakes and everything that is relevant and looks good

SUGGESTIONS FOR HAPPY CUSTOMERS, GOOD RATINGS AND REPEAT BUSINESS

PHOTOGRAPHY - What to shoot

https://drive.google.com/open?id=17dk6uh0Bfafoo1nHHBeGYJhimizusD9v


Settings: 
ISO 400 - 1000
Shutter 1/8 - 1/30 (to get the ambient light) 
Aperture - wide open, lowest possible to get maximum amount of light
flash 1/128 - minimum possible

- Use WHITE CARD on the flash (see picture)

- Use flash at 45 degrees- Use flash at 45 degrees

- Take a lot of pictures in this style (90% of your album)
- Frame your shot so you don’t have to crop every photo at home
- Do not take photos of empty spaces or people’s backs!!!
- Stop every 50 minutes for 10 minutes to delete all bad photos to save time at home

- Make sure photos are CENTERED, you can see people nice and clear, and you 
can tell that the venue is nice and busy and the lighting is good. Try to capture 
people and ask them to pose and also shoot them without notice to show some people and ask them to pose and also shoot them without notice to show some 
action that’s happening in the club. Social photos look better when there is some 
kind of light on the background – so try to make sure you are not shooting people 
against the dark wall but instead have the whole club or some kind of lit up 
background behind.

SOCIAL PHOTOS USING FLASH (90% of the album photos)

PHOTOGRAPHY - Nightclubs | Evenings | Dark environment



YES

YES

YES

GIRLS PROMO GROUPS ACTION SHOTS

DJS DJS ACTION BAR ACTION SHOTS BANDS

HAPPY BARTENDERS GIRL GROUPS GIRL ACTION SHOTS BAND / DJ ACTION SHOTS

SOCIAL PHOTOS USING FLASH (90% of the album photos)

PHOTOGRAPHY - Nightclubs | Evenings | Dark environment



NO

NO

NO

AWKWARD POSE EMPTY SPACE EMBARRASING BAD LIGHTING

BLURRY PHOTOS TOO DARK TOO CLOSE BAD ANGLE

BAD LOOK BAD MOMENTOFFENSIVE OFFENSIVE

SOCIAL PHOTOS USING FLASH (90% of the album photos)

PHOTOGRAPHY - Nightclubs | Evenings | Dark environment



Settings: 
ISO 1000 - 3200
Shutter 1/60 - 1/160 (to avoid blur) 
Aperture - wide open, lowest possible to get maximum amount of light
NO flash

- take only a few pictures with this style (10% of your album)

- make sure your picture is not too dark or not too bright- make sure your picture is not too dark or not too bright

- make sure photos do not empty

- make sure to show some action / fun / good vibe in your picture

- shoot something interesting

- try different angles and shoot against ambient light to create cool effect

CANDID - NO FLASH PHOTOS (10% of your album)

PHOTOGRAPHY - Nightclubs | Evenings | Dark environment



YES

YES

YES

ACTION CROWD SHOT DJS BAR

DRINKS / SPONSORS PROMO CROWD

ACTION / DJ / CROWD PEOPLE HAVING FUN

CANDID - NO FLASH PHOTOS (10% of your album)

PHOTOGRAPHY - Nightclubs | Evenings | Dark environment



TOO DARK BLURRY DARK / EMPTY SPACE

TOO MANY GUYS IN ONE PHOTO BAD ANGLE BAD ANGLE

LOOKS BORING BAD ANGLE

NO

NO

NO

CANDID - NO FLASH PHOTOS (10% of your album)

PHOTOGRAPHY - Nightclubs | Evenings | Dark environment



Settings: 
ISO 100 - 400
Shutter 1/100 - 1/4000 (depending on the light) 
Aperture - wide open, lowest possible to get a shallow depth of field effect
flash 1/32 - 1/8 depending how far you are from the subject

- Frame your shot so you don’t have to crop every photo at home

- Stop every 50 minutes for 10 minutes to delete all bad photos to save time at home- Stop every 50 minutes for 10 minutes to delete all bad photos to save time at home

- Adjust your settings to the light conditions (different for indoors and outdoors)

- Watch out for lens flares and the sun hitting the lens

COMBINED PHOTOS USING  AND NOT USING FLASH

PHOTOGRAPHY - Daytime



SOCIAL SHOTS LADIES

VENUE / SETUP PEOPLE HAVING FUN

MUSICIANS FOOD CATERING / SERVICE

HAPPY BARTENDERS

SPEECHES / PRESENTATIONS

COMBINED PHOTOS USING  AND NOT USING FLASH

PHOTOGRAPHY - Daytime

YES

YES

YES



TOO BORING TOO CLOSE

VIEW IS BLOCKED LOOKS EMPTY

LOOKS EMPTY BAD LIGHTING IMAGE TOO WARM

IMAGE TOO COLD

TOO DARK

COMBINED PHOTOS USING  AND NOT USING FLASH

PHOTOGRAPHY - Daytime

NO

NO

NO



- MAKE SURE PHOTOS ARE READY BY THE NEXT DAY!
- Make sure you got about 60 – 75 good photos per 1 hour of work
- Load selection into Lightroom
- Develop using our presets (link provided)
- Delete all the METADATA from your photos. 
- Adjust exposure and temperature on our presets
-- Make sure photos look good
- Make sure photos are similar brightness across the album to create consistency
- Make sure photo style follows previous examples
- Make sure watermark position and size follows previous examples
- Export photos using following settings: 
image format JPEG
quality 85
resize to fit - long edge - 2600 pixelsresize to fit - long edge - 2600 pixels
resolution 72 pixels per inch
watermarked or non-watermarked depending on the venue.
- Select top 10 photos and rename them 1 to 10 to appear at the top of the list in the folder
- Upload photos onto Google Drive and send us a link. Make sure the link 
is shared and it wouldn’t ask for permission to view files. Send a link in a separate email
to content@noircreative.com.au
- email subject when sending the link should be:- email subject when sending the link should be: Date | Location | Photos
example: 12.12.2022 | Three Wise Monkeys Bar | Photos

PHOTOGRAPHY - Editing | Export & Upload



- Download and install our presets from the link below
(.lrtemplate or .xmp depending on your Lightroom version)

- Open Lightroom
- Load selected photos
- Do not select photos in Lightroom - it makes it slow and you will waste time
- You should have selected your photos at the event, so you don’t have to do it now
- - Be efficient with your time
- Editing should only take 10 - 15 minutes
- No cropping required - frame your shots so you don’t have to crop in Lightroom
- Make sure that your lighting in your shots is similar, so you can just SYNC settings
- You don’t have to edit each photo - if you shot them in one style you should be able
to SYNC develop setings
- Only adjust TEMPERATURE and EXPOSURE when using our presets

CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD PRESETS

PHOTOGRAPHY - Editing | Export & Upload

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mPtnHJXkZG4_WXejKSb7uDBekFgOV3JZ


PHOTOGRAPHY - Editing | Export & Upload

Use NIGHTTIME preset for all photos at night

NIGHTTIME



PHOTOGRAPHY - Editing | Export & Upload

Use DAYTIME preset for all daytime photos

DAYTIME



PHOTOGRAPHY - Editing | Export & Upload



PHOTOGRAPHY - Editing | Export & Upload

Adjusting the TEMPERATURE

PERFECT!

TOO COLD TOO WARM



PHOTOGRAPHY - Editing | Export & Upload

Adjusting the EXPOSURE

PERFECT!

TOO DARK TOO BRIGHT



PHOTOGRAPHY - Editing | Export & Upload

Using SYNC to speed up your editing process

Select multiple photos and SYNC develop settings to copy style

Press SYNC



PHOTOGRAPHY - Editing | Export & Upload

Make sure all photos have similar brightness in an album

All photos are of similar brightness and make a good consistent album

Photos have different brightness and don’t look good as an album

LOOKS GOOD

NO GOOD



PHOTOGRAPHY - Editing | Export & Upload

Export settings

Use the event or venue name

JPEG

Quality: 85

Resize to fit: Long Edge 2600 pixels

Sharpen For: Screen

Metadata: Remove all

WWatermark (see previous examples)



PHOTOGRAPHY - Editing | Export & Upload

Renaming top 10 photos

Pick top 10 photos and name them
1 to 10 so they appear at the top
of the list.
Clients and people will see them
first and it will leave a good 
impression on everyone and
wilwill result in more work for us.



PHOTOGRAPHY - Sharing the folder on Google Drive

Create one master
folder for all the albums
for us so you have to 
share the master 
album once

make sure
this is ON

Get album link
after you uploaded
all the photos

Send us 
this link
in a separate
email



PHOTOGRAPHY - Summary (it’s short and important)

- Next few pages will contain a quick summary of the material you read
before. Please read it and keep referring to the guide in the future.

- It will help with the worflow and will eliminate issues.

- Photoshoots are pretty typical, so once you got it, there will be no need
to refer to the guide, but it’s important to use it when you just starting.

- Feel free to ask us any questions at any time. We always there to help.



PHOTOGRAPHY - Summary (it’s short and important)

1. BEFORE THE SHOOT:
- Fill out your unavailability on Deputy, so we know when you can and 
cannot work
- Constantly check your phone for new shifts on Deputy App (you should get notifications)
- Constantly check your phone for any additional briefing for upcoming shoots
- Try to reply to our messages as soon as possible
- Try to - Try to CONFIRM or DECLINE shifts sent to you as soon as possible
- Do not let the shifts to stay UNCONFIRMED for too long - it makes hard for us to understand
if you can or cannot do the work
- Get your gear ready - make sure it works
- Always have spare batteries and memory cards with you. Stuff happens and people run out of
batteries and cards fail, so have a spare set to make sure yu can complete the job.
- Check job details to make sure you know where to go.
- Check job details and see previous examples of photos, so you know what to shoot.- Check job details and see previous examples of photos, so you know what to shoot.
- If you think there’s not enough information for the shoot - call or message us
- Dress nicely and profesional
- Always be professional and positive with clients or venue staff



2. AT THE SHOOT:
- Make sure to arrive on time
- Open Deputy app and start your shift
- See the client if neccesary or see what you have to shoot to make sure 
that you are at the right place
- Let us know if you have any issues before the shoot, so we can fix it and complete the job
- If your camera doesn’t work - let us know as soon as possible- If your camera doesn’t work - let us know as soon as possible
- Shoot a lot of photos - don’t stop shooting
- You have to give us 60 - 75 good photos per hour of your work
- Shoot around 150 photos in 50 minutes and then stop for 10 minutes
- During those 10 minutes go through photos on your camera and delete bad ones

SETTINGS FOR NIGHT TIME PHOTOGRAPHY:

ISO 400 - 1000 | Shutter 1/8 - 1/30 (to get the ambient light)  |  (F) Aperture - wide open
flash 1/128 - 1/32 depending on the flash and the distance from peopleflash 1/128 - 1/32 depending on the flash and the distance from people

SETTINGS FOR DAYTIME PHOTOGRAPHY:

ISO 100 - 400 | Shutter 1/100 - 1/4000 (depending on the light) 
(F) Aperture - wide open, lowest possible to get a shallow depth of field effect
flash 1/32 - 1/8 depending how far you are from the subject

 

PHOTOGRAPHY - Summary (it’s short and important)



2. AT THE SHOOT (continued)
- Shoot relevant stuff (from the brief)
- Shoot happy and positive people
- Do not shoot negativety
- Do not shoot anything negative, drunk, tired, crying, people on drugs etc etc
- Do not shoot EMPTINESS (empty spaces, too much ceiling or floor etc)
- Frame your shots so you don’t have to crop later- Frame your shots so you don’t have to crop later
- CENTER your subject in the frame - what you are shooting has to be in the middle
- Make sure your photos are NOT TOO DARK OR TOO BRIGHT
- When shooting at parties you can hold your camera above for POV effect - it adds dynamic to your shot

 

hold your camera like this 
at parties to add dynamics
to your shots

Perfect framing
subject is in the middle

- bad framing
- subject not in the middle
- too much empty space
- shot is too dark

PHOTOGRAPHY - Summary (it’s short and important)



PHOTOGRAPHY - Summary (it’s short and important)

3. EDITING AND DELIVERY OF THE PHOTOS
- Make sure to deliver your photos no later than 48 hours after the shoot
- If you deliver late it will lead to down-ranking of your profile, and multiple late submissions
will lead to removal from the platform
- if you were using 50 / 10 rule (50 minutes shoot 10 minutes cull) you have to be left only 
with good photos on your memory card
- Load your photos into Lightroom- Load your photos into Lightroom
- Apply our presets only (do not use any other presets) - unless briefed otherwise
- Adjust EXPOSURE and TEMPERATURE only!
- To get the right temperature look at the skintones (people’s faces or skin)
- Also look at the light - it has to look natural (close to white) - not too blue or red or yellow or green
- Examples of good temperature and exposure are on the next page
- Make sure all photos in your album are consistent. Similar exposure and temperature.
- When exporting make sure to use setting from before in this guide (go to exporting section)- When exporting make sure to use setting from before in this guide (go to exporting section)
- Download watermark (if required) from Deputy using your Web Browser
- See how to place watermark from previous examples
- Overall have a look at previous examples of photos to make sure that your album looks similar
- Choose top 10 photos and rename them “1” to “10” 
- Upload photos to Google Drive
- Email the link to content@noircreative.com.au
- Subject lineshould be “- Subject lineshould be “date | place | Photos” - “12.12.2022 | Three Wise Monkeys Bar | Photos”



PHOTOGRAPHY - Summary (it’s short and important)

3. EDITING AND DELIVERY OF THE PHOTOS (continued)

PERFECT TEMPERATURETOO COLD TOO WARM

PERFECT EXPOSURETOO DARK TOO BRIGHT



PHOTOGRAPHY - additional guides and examples



PHOTOGRAPHY - additional guides and examples



PHOTOGRAPHY - additional guides and examples



PHOTOGRAPHY - additional guides and examples



PHOTOGRAPHY - additional guides and examples



SUGGESTIONS FOR HAPPY CUSTOMERS, GOOD RATINGS AND REPEAT BUSINESS

- It is your responsibility to deliver about 60 - 75 x 15sec clips per 1 hour of your work.
If you have a job assignment which is 2 hours long - we should get 120 x 15sec clips.

- Upload all the footage or bring it to the office on a USB drive or SD card no later than
48 hours after your job

- Shoot the following (depending on the event):
+ Social of people (mainly girls)
+ + Crowd
+ DJs or bands, musicians or headliners
+ Any sponsors, signs, media walls (if present)
+ Happy bartenders, nice looking bars, VIP service or area
+ Venue, plase inside, outside, find good angles to show off a good vibe of the event
+ Queue (if present)
+ Food (if present)

-- We also give out a free EOS HD C-LOG picture profiles for your Canon camera, so enjoy it :))

VIDEOGRAPHY - What and how to shoot

CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD EOS HD PROFILES

https://drive.google.com/open?id=15gz_j9hyaUYa-SaSecVusfzcIjT-vzBJnKpQToGvz9o


To make sure that you get a good quality video you need a camera that shoots at least 
720p video at 50fps which will allow us to slow down the footage in post.

Lenses of F2.8 and less. For example a lens with F4 will be too dark in the nightclub.

Fast SD card to make sure it keeps up with recording videos.

A good zoom lens, say 12mm – 40mm or a combination of a wide angle lens and a portrait lens 
to produce different types of footage (wide and zoom).

AAn LED constant video camera light (see example). Only use this light with a wide lens
it doesn’t look good when using it with any type of the zoom lens.

Sound recording is not required in 99% of the cases, unless stated otherwise, so don’t worry about it.

ISO, aperture and shutter speed would depend on your environment and lighting
It’s cooler to shoot with your aperture wide open because it gives you a shallow depth of field 
but if you want to shoot a big crowd or you want a lot of detail then it wouldn’t work.

Usually in the nightclub it is recommended to have the ISO 800 – 1600 to make sure 
ththat you get a bit of the background lighting, at lower ISO the picture would be too dark.

Shutter speed. Keep it the lowest possible to get as much light, but make sure 
you don’t get too much flicker from different light sources. To avoid that it is recommended 
to change the shutter speed to see which one doesn’t produce the flickering effect. 
Usually shutter at 1/100 gives the least amount of flicker for most of the ambient light sources.

VIDEOGRAPHY - Equipment & Settings



Crowd Clips
No LED light

Social Clips
Using LED light

VIDEOGRAPHY - Examples | Camera  angles | Shot types



Dancers

DJs | Bands
Musicians

VIDEOGRAPHY - Examples | Camera  angles | Shot types



Drinks | Bar
Bartenders
VIP Service

Sponsors | Promo
Signs | Brands

VIDEOGRAPHY - Examples | Camera  angles | Shot types



Queue
to show how busy
it is

Venue | Place
Decorations

VIDEOGRAPHY - Examples | Camera  angles | Shot types



VIDEOGRAPHY - Camera movement

Do sliding movements - Dolly, Pedestal or Truck (Slide)
NO PAN, TILT OR ROLL!!!
You can slide left to right, right to left, front to back etc. 
You can go around the subject.

CLICK HERE TO SEE OUR PREVIOUS EXAMPLES

http://noircreative.com.au/video/


VIDEOGRAPHY - Footage upload to Google Drive

It is your responsibility to deliver 60 x 15sec clips per every hour of your shoot.

It is your responsibility to shoot the type of footage the client is after

Upload footage to Google Drive the same way you do for Photography

Upload footage NO LATER THAN 48 HOURS AFTER YOUR SHOOT

If your internet is too slow - bring the footage to the office on a USB, SD
or a hard drive



Finish Line (almost)

Thanks for spending your time and reading this guide. I hope you can learn something
along the way as well :)

We will be constantly reviewing your work and giving you feedback to improve 
overall quality of our work, so get ready for it

Give us any feedback if you think there is some improvements could be made 

LLet us know if you have any change of plans or your unavailability

Keep your phone ON and close - we might call you anytime and give you work!

Always keep your phone switched on and be reachable in case we have to get in contact

Always check the quality of your photos and videos and make sure you provide us
with a good quality content

You can get in contact with us at any time if you have any problems or if you want an advice
we are here to help and to have fun doing it :)

NNow let’s get out there and have some fun taking photos or shooting some dynamic footage!!!



Using the photos or videos to promote yourself

I fyou want to display photos or videos from our shoots to promote yourslef, you need to
get the customer’s permission after you finish uploading the photos.

Email or contact us with subject “Permission Request for Content”

Specify the customer name, shoot date, and the specific photos or videos you want to use
and how you want to use them

TThe support team will contact the customer and check to see if they ar ecomfortable with you 
using the content. We ask their permission because the customer has all the rights to the content.

The support team will get back to you with their decision. 




